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The model of weak collisions is used to consider the redistribution of atomic velocities in a low-pressure gas 
under the influence of light. A consistent derivation is given of a Fokker-Planck type equation for atoms in 
resonant optical field. It is shown that in the case of a traveling wave the diffusion coefficients of atoms in the 
momentum space are limited by the rate of spontaneous decay, whereas for a standing wave they are 
proportional to the intensity of light. A calculation is made of the minimum temperature which can be 
reached by cooling atoms in a strong optical field. It is shown that, in principle, narrow dips can appear in the 
momentum distribution and the width of these dips expressed in terms of frequency units can be of the order 
of the homogeneous width. 

PACS numbers: 51.10. + y, 34.10. + x 

1. INTRODUCTION velocities. It is thus assumed that the whole cooling 

When an atom absorbs o r  emits a quantum of light, i t s  
momentum changes by an amount equal to the photon 
momentum t k ,  i.e., such an atom experiences recoil. 
The influence of a recoil on the spatial motion of atoms 
can be divided into redistributions of the atomic veloci- 
ties and redistributions of the atoms themselves in space 
under the influence of light. The latter effects include 
deflection,' scattering,2 and focusing3 of an atomic beam 
by light, capture of atoms in electromagnetic micro- 
traps4*= and macro trap^,^^^ appearance of density gradi- 
ents in atomic vapors under the influence of light,' and 
several other effects. Many (but not all) of these effects 
a re  characterized by a strong spatial inhomogeneity of 
the optical field which can either be microinhomogene- 
ous, a s  is the case for a standing wave, o r  macroinho- 
mogeneous in the case of a spatially inhomogeneous dis- 
tribution of the intensity of light. However, inhomoge- 
neity of the optical field is unimportant in the redistri- 
of the velocities of atoms under the influence of light, 
which is the subject of the present paper. The existence 
of an optical field inhomogeneity simply makes i t  diffi- 
cult to analyze theoretically the effects but makes no 
basic contribution. For this reason we shall use only 
the rate equations, even when the configuration of the 
optical field is assumed to be a standing wave (one- or  
three-dimensional) in order to make the problem sym- 
metric and when the influence of coherent effects is no 
longer weak. One of the most interesting effects in the 
redistribution of the atomic velocities in a resonant o p  
tical field is the cooling of gases which occurs on exci- 
tation of the low-frequency half of a Doppler-broadened 
absorption line. This effect was f i rs t  predicted by 
H'bsch and ~ c h a w l o w ~  in 1975 and has already been ob- 
served in experiments involving trapped  ion^.'^*'^ Many 
papers have since been published on the optical cooling 
of atoms and gases. The kinetic theory of the cooling 
effect was developed in an earlier paper by Klimonto- 
vich and the present author,12 where a simple formula 
was obtained for the rate of optical cooling of a gas un- 
der weak saturation conditions. It is important to s t r ess  
that this formula is valid only when light does not de- 
form the Maxwellian distribution function of the atomic 

process reduces to an adiabatically slow reduction in 
the gas temperature. This assumption is justified only 
when collisions can restore the Maxwellian distribution 
function which is continuously disturbed by the incident 
light. A more detailed analysis of the gas cooling kinet- 
ics requires rigorous criteria for the validity of adia- 
batic approximation. Allowance for the collisions of 
atoms is essential also in another interesting effect pre- 
dicted earlier.13 If the collisions of atoms a re  few and 
they do not manage to restore the Maxwellian distribu- 
tion, the incident light transfers atoms from the reso- 
nant to the nonresonant range and produces a narrow 
dip, whose width can be close to the resonance width. 
Formation of such a dip in the momentum distribution 
thus occurs exactly when the adiabatic approximation is 
invalid. If this effect occurs during the optical cooling 
of atoms, it can reduce considerably the rate of cooling 
because of the shortage of resonant atoms, which a r e  
displaced to the range of lower velocities. The method 
of a narrow dip produced by the incident light (hole 
burning method) may become one of the more promising 
methods in the optical and y spectroscopy inside the 
Doppler profile and may compete successfully with, for 
example, the ultrahigh-resolution method of three-level 
laser spectro~copy. '~  The kinetics of filling the dip af- 
ter  the end of illumination, a s  well a s  the kinetics of i t s  
formation and the steady-state profile all contain infor- 
mation on the velocity-changing atomic collisions. 

The present paper represents the f i rs t  attempt (apart 
from the communication mentioned earlieri3) to develop 
a theory of the redistribution of the atomic velocities 
under the influence of resonant light, subject to an al- 
lowance for the collisions of atoms. The problem can 
be solved analytically if  the collisions a re  assumed to 
be weak. 

2. "RATE EQUATIONS" WITH ALLOWANCE FOR 
RECOIL 

In the description of the recoil effects applicable to 
the dipole interaction of an atom with an electromagnet- 
ic field Hamiltonian &can assume to bei5 
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8=RA-dE (R,  t ) ,  (1) 

where the atomic Hamiltonian fiA contains also the op- 
erator of the kinetic energy of the center of mass of the 
atom @ ' / 2 ~ .  In general, the state of an atom is de- 
scribed by the density operator f satisfying the Neumann 
equation of motion. We shall use the density operator 
representation, which is of the Wigner type in the case 
of the spatial variables of an atom and of the energy 
type in the case of the variables of its internal motion. 
Then, the Neumann equation becomes the following sys- 
tem of equations for the matrix elements f , , (~ ,  P ,  t): 

1 -d inE (R - H I ,  t  ) fm, ( R ,  PI, t ) }  eim(p-p) dIl dP' + I,. ( R ,  P. t )  

+ J ,  (R, P, t ) .  (2) 

Equation (2) includes also the relaxation matrices I,, 
and J,, linked directly to the electromagnetic and colli- 
sional relaxational processes. If we ignore the terms 
&fill in the arguments of the field, the integrals with 
respect to l'I and P' a r e  calculated readily and we obtain 
the well-known system of equations without recoil. The 
system (2) applies to an arbitrary atomic spectrum. It 
simplifies greatly if the field i s  resonant with just one 
electron transition in an atom. In the case of the prob- 
lems considered here it is essential that the lower ac- 
tive level 1 is the ground o r  metastable state, whereas 
the upper level 2 decays most likely to the ground state. 
In this case the relaxation matrix I,, has the formi" 

where r =2d;w3/~c3 and in the optical part of the spec- 
trum i t  is of the order of 10'-lo8 sec-'. If the recoilef- 
fect is ignored, the arguments of al l  the functions f,, 
a r e  not shifted [i.e., they a r e  identical with the corre- 
sponding arguments on the left-hand sides of the equa- 
tions in the system (211. In the case of spontaneous e- 
mission of light by an atom excited to the upper active 
level, its momentum changes in accordance with the 
angular distribution of the scattered light. If the light is 
linearly polarized, the probability of resonant scatter- 
ing into a solid angle do is governed by the angular dis- 
tribution of the electric dipole excited along the electric 
vector of the wave. Consequently, the arguments of the 
functions in the relaxation matrix a r e  shifted by an a- 
mount of the order of the photon momentum. The fol- 
lowing notation is used in Eq. (3) and below: 

1. Let us assume that the field has the configuration 
of a linearly polarized traveling wave 

E(R, t )  =E,e, cos ( o t - k R J .  

Then, the integrals in Eq. (2) can be calculated. Next, 
expressing the nondiagonal matrix elements in terms of 
the diagonal elements, and substituting there the equa- 
tions for the diagonal elements, we obtain the equations 

In the system (4) we have again used the notation in 
which 52 = oo- w is the detuning, G =2v;/rZ is the sat- 
uration parameter, Y(52) =r2/(n2 +r2) is the Lorentz 
factor. The frequency 6 is equal to the recoil energy 
R, =A2k2/2~ ,  divided by A. In a l l  cases the upper sign 
should be taken a s  corresponding to m = 1, n = 2, where 
a s  the lower sign corresponds to m = 2, n = 1. In the 
derivation of Eq. (4) i t  i s  assumed that the relaxation of 
the nondiagonal matrix elements is mainly due to elec- 
tromagnetic processes, which i s  valid at pressures dis- 
cussed here. 

2. In the case of a standing wave, we have 

E  ( R ,  t )  =2E',e, cos o t  cos kR, 

and in Eq. (4) we have to add terms differing from those 
already present by the replacement of k with -k  (Ref. 
17): 

The nondiagonal matrix elements f,, =f,, e x p ( ~ i w ~ t )  de- 
pend on time in two ways: they oscillate rapidly a s  
exp(ri52t) under the action of the field and they also vary 
slowly with the phase density. In Eqs. (4) and (5) the 
symbol a/atJ denotes differentiation with respect to the 
"slow time." 

Equations (4) and (5) could have been called the rate 
equations had they not contained additional terms as- 
sociated with the delay processes. Transient processes 
contribute to the diffusion coefficients and to the optical 
pressure (Sec. 4). 

3. APPROXIMATION OF WEAK COLLISIONS FOR 
J(R, P, t )  

The relaxation of the Wigner distribution function 
f(R, P, t )  is due to the term J(R, P, t)  = Jii + Jzz known a s  
the collision integral. In the model of weak collisions, 
it has the Fokker-Planck formi8 

where y is the effective collision frequency and D is the 
diffusion coefficient. If J(R, P, t) in the form of Eq. (6) 
is related to the collisions of atoms with one another in 
the investigated gas, we must also ensure that the dis- 
tribution function is close to equilibrium. Otherwise, 
J(R, P, t)  depends nonlinearly on this function. The con- 
dition of closeness of the distribution function to the 
equilirium form can be lifted if we assume that Eq. (6) 
is governed mainly by the interaction of atoms with the 
thermostat. This thermostat can be equilibrium ther- 
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ma1 radiation, but its intensity i s  far too low to com- 
pete with the incident laser radiation. Therefore, we 
shall assume that the collision integral (6) can be ac- 
counted for by the scattering of light atoms of thermo- 
statting gas from the heavy atoms of the investigated 
gas, when the latter are  just an impurity in the thermo- 
statting gas. The thermostatting gas is in an equilibri- 
um state if the laser radiation produces no transitions 
between the levels of its atoms. 

4. FIRST APPROXIMATION WlTH RESPECT TO 
6/AwD AND SfrG FIG. 2. 

Adding both equations in (4) o r  (51, we obtain an equa- 
tion for the Wigner distribution function for the cases 
of traveling and standing waves, respectively. The mo- 
mentum functions occurring in these equations can be 
expanded as  the Taylor series at the point PS. We can 
easily see that this corresponds to the expansion of the 
right-hand sides of the equations generally in terms of 
two small parameters: 6/AwD and 6/rc [rG = r ( l  +G)lR, 
where Ao, is the width of the momentum distribution 
measured in frequency units]. Since the quasiclassical 
parameter 6/AoD is  inversely proportional to the width 
of the momentum distribution and the parameter 6/rc i s  
proportional to the width of a Bennett hole which is burnt 
in this distribution, the former i s  usually smaller than 
the latter. 

dependence off" ' on u = kV, is now 
rM2 f(" (a)  - exp - - u2 I ,, 

a) Let us assume that SZ = 0. Then, 

where a,  = 2 6 ~ / ( 1  +G)y, f ,  =u/rc.  If I f l  1 s 1, then the 
f~nction.f"'((~) has the form shown in Fig. 1. 

b) We shall now consider an alternative to the case a) 
which represents large detuning 1 >> r,. If we intro- 
duc e 

1. In the first approximation with respect to the re- 
coil parameters, we obtain from Eq. (4) we find that if 1 t21 << 51/rG, then from Eq. (11) 

af") a 
-=-- 

at 
[ f i k r P  ( Q f k V , )  (f:P'- f::') ] + I ( "  (R,  P ,  t ) .  (7) 

ap, 

The graph off "(t2) i s  shown in Fig. 2 for two signs of 
detuning. We can see from this that if SZ < 0 and I a2 I > 1, 
a dip (hole) forms in the distribution. Its depth is usual- 
ly less than its width. 

Here and later, an index in parentheses denotes the or- 
der of the approximation in which a given function is 
selected. The solution, in the zeroth approximation with 
respect to the recoil parameters, giving the population 
difference is well known: 

2. In the case of a field configuration in the form of a 
standing wave in Eq. (91, the spontaneous optical pres- 
sure contains a contribution from both traveling waves5: 

If we use yc(SZ) =ri/(SZ2 + r;), we obtain the kinetic 
equation for f" '(R, P, t ) :  

If SZ = 0, this pressure vanishes and, therefore, the dis- 
tribution function i s  not deformed. However, if 152 1 
>> rc, the distribution function in the vicinity of a reso- 
nance still has the form given by Eq. (13). 

from which it follows directly that the "spontaneous o p  
tical pressure" is given by1: 

5. SECOND APPROXIMATION WlTH RESPECT TO 
6/AwD AND S/rG 

We shall find the steady-state solution of Eq. (9) using 
the collison integral (6). The distribution with respect 
to P1 and P2 retains its Maxwellian form. However, the 

In the first approximation with respect to the recoil 
parameters, the kinetic equation acquires a term with 
the optical pressure. The second approximation allows 
us also to include fluctuations of this pressure. 

1. In the case of a traveling wave, we obtain from 
Eq. (4) 

FIG. I. 

' . 
R=O; 
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where c, = 1/5 and c2 =c3 =2/5 (Refs. 16 and 19). Here 
and later, Y(SZ* kV3) is reduced to YI. 

The difference between the populations in the f i r s t  ap- 
proximation f :;'- f:;' occurring in Eq. (15) and the term 
with &'/atr can be expressed in terms of the phase 
density. For example, 

FIG. 3. 

Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (151, we obtain the kinetic 
equation in the second approximation 

Fluctuations of the optical pressure a re  described by 
the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (17). In 
i ts  turn, this term consists of three components, the 
first  of which is associated with the recoil occurring in 
the induced absorption of a photon by an atom which al- 
ters  only P3,  whereas the second component is due to 
the recoil in the case of spontaneous deexcitation of the 
excited upper state contributing to all the projections of 
the momentum in accordance with the angular distribu- 
tion of the scattered light. The two processes ( a b s o r p  
tion and emission) a r e  aspects of the same two-photon 
process of resonant fluorescence and, therefore, the 
separation into absorption and emission is arbitrary. 
Each photon absorption event is necessarily accompan- 
ied by a photon emission event, so  that the sum of the 
coefficients c, in Eq. (17) is unity irrespective of the 
polarization of light. It follows from Eq. (1 7) that in the 
momentum space the diffusion coefficients a re  limited 
only by the rate of spontaneous decay. This is to be ex- 
pected because the induced processes of the reemission 
of photons in a traveling wave cannot broaden the mo- 
mentum distribution. In the second approximation the 
spontaneous pressure contains a correction which is 
-b/rc times less  than the main part of the pressure.'' 
Its origin can be explained by a shift of the absorption 
resonance if allowance is made for the recoil by 6. The 
last terms in the expressions for the pressure and dif- 
fusion coefficients a r e  related to the delay processes 
and, therefore, cannot be explained in terms of the 
photon language. 

2. In the case of a standing wave we have, by com- 
plete analogy with Sec. 5.1, 

It i s  clear from the system (18) that the diffusion 
spreading of the momentum distribution function in a 
standing light wave occurs not only because of the spon- 
taneous scattering but also because of the induced re- 
emission of photons by an atom and these photons a re  
transferred from one traveling wave to another.20 

a) If the detuning is Q =0, we find from Eq. (18) that 

We can see  that the f i rs t  term on the right-hand side of 
Eq. (19) increases proportionally to the intensity of 
light, whereas the corresponding term in Eq. (17) is 
limited by the ra te  of spontaneous decay and is saturat- 
ed in strong fields. To illustrate the role of induced re- 
emission of photons in the broadening of the momentum 
distribution, we show in Fig. 3 i t s  form at times t 
>> (J?,)-'. Spontaneous processes a re  ignored here and 
it i s  also assumed that initially the velocities of all the 
atoms vanish. 

b) When the detuning is large so  that 1 a]>> I?,, travel- 
ing waves interact with different groups of atoms, so  
that the induced remission of photons is a r a r e  event. It 
then follows from Eq. (18) that the diffusion coefficients 
a r e  governed mainly by the spontaneous scattering. 

6. FORMATION OF A NARROW DIP IN THE 
MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION 

It is clear from Figs. 1 and 2 that the action of the 
optical pressure results in a fairly smooth deformation 
of the momentum distribution. Only fluctuations of this 
force can, under certain conditions, result in the for- 
mation of narrow dips in the distribution. The dips a p  
pear a t  points corresponding to resonant atoms which 
a re  optically displaced to the nonresonant region. We 
shall consider here only the case of a standing light 
wave tuned to the transition frequency. With this in 
mind, we shall obtain the steady-state solution of the 
kinetic equation (19) with the collision integral in the 
form of Eq. (6). Consequently, the distribution function 
f ' 2 ' ( ~ )  is found from the differential equation 

where 
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satisfied: 
k v 8 a r ( w r + r / q .  

FIG. 4. 

The condition dft2' = 0 gives the positions of the maxima 
in the distribution: 

Thus, a dip forms at j3, > 1. At lower values of j3, the 
top of the distribution is flattened. In Sec. 4 we find 
that, in the first  approximation with respect to the re- 
coil parameters, the dip in the distribution appears for 
la2\ > 1. As expected, pi= 61azl/rzo. We shall show 
that the width of the dip measured in terms of frequency 
units has a lower limit se t  by the resonance width rZc. 
Broadening of the dip by strong light can be avoided if 
G s 1. Then, oz = 03= B ~ ( ~ / A W , ) ~ .  Consequently, if Pz, 
<< 1 and lu 1 sr,,, the denominator of Eq. (20) is close 
to unity, whereas the numerator depends strongly on u. 
The solution of Eq. (20) can then be easily obtained in 
this approximation: 

where the dip function q(u) is 

The half-width of this function at half-maximum is given 
by 

If B3 << 1,  then uz = rzc. The graph of q(u) is shown in 
Fig. 4. If G << 1, the solution of this problem is the 
same a s  that obtained earlier.I3 

7. MINIMUM TEMPERATURE OBTAINABLE IN  
OPTICAL COOLING OF ATOMS 

We shall not analyze in detail the problem of optical 
cooling of atoms. We shall simply refer to earlier in- 
~ e s t i ~ a t i o n s ~ " ~  of this problem. In particular, the min- 
imum cooling temperature, governed by the competition 
between the processes of cooling of atoms by the aver- 
age optical pressure and their heating because of fluc- 
tuations of this force, is found in Ref. 5. Our aim is to 
determine how fluctuations of the optical pressure in 
the case of remission of photons, ignored in Refs. 5 and 
12, can affect the minimum temperature attainable in 
such cooling. We shall ignore the collisions of atoms 
assuming that J '~' = O  and we shall consider only that 
part of the distribution where the following inequality is 

Under these conditions, Eq. (171, which is generalized 
to the case of a three-dimensional standing wave in or- 
der to symmetrize the d i s t r i b u t i ~ n , ~  can be reduced di- 
rectly to the Fokker-Planck equation 

aafw) af(" a ( I ,  +D, - 
P 

at ~ ' a p ( P f )  a p  

with the friction coefficient 

and the diffusion coefficient 

D1==46MGAr9 (8) 
I + G P  (9) 
1 + 6 G 9  (B) ' 

It is well known that the steady-state solution of Eq. (25) 
is the Maxwellian distribution with the following tem- 
perature 

At this temperature the quasiclassical parameter 6/hw, 
is still small. If GY(SZ) << 1, we obtain the result of 
Ref. 5. 

8. ESTIMATES OF PRINCIPAL QUANTITIES 

The collision frequency y in Eq. (6) is proportional to 
the gas pressure p. We shall use the estimate dsec"] 
- 106p [Torr]. In the optical part of the spectrum the 
frequency is 6- lo5 sec-'. If the intensity of light is 100 
mw/cm2, then G - 1. Light deforms strongly the Max- 
wellian distribution if a, - 1, i.e., when the pressure is 
p -  10-I Torr. A narrow dip appears in the distribution 
at much lower pressures of p -  10'~ Torr ,  when y -  10 
sec", 0, - 1 O", and fl, - 10'. If the gas is in a conven- 
tional ampoule, we have to allow also for the contribu- 
tion made to y by the collisions of atoms with the am- 
poule walls. Even if the dimensions of the ampoule a re  
-10 cm, this contribution is considerable: -lo3 sec". 
Thus, only a "smooth" deformation of the distribution 
function under the action of light can be observed in an 
ampoule. A narrow dip is obtained only if atoms a r e  
confined in a special electromagnetic trap where light 
acts a s  the walls.21 Such traps a re  being developed and 
will be realized in the near future. Optical traps pro- 
vide ideal conditions not only for spectroscopic meas- 
urements but also for  the investigation of atomic colli- 
sions. 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

The optical burning of a narrow dip (hole) in the disb 
tribution of the atomic velocities can be observed in the 
following proposed experiment. A gas of atoms which is 
confined to an optical trap where the pressure is p 5 lom5 
Torr  is illuminated with resonant light of intensity w 
- 100 mw/cm2 for a time 7 > y" sufficient to produce a 
dip; next, illumination is terminated abruptly (so that 
the radiation used to confine the atoms itself would not 
disturb the distribution function; a trap should be hol- 
low, i.e., i t  should be a field-free region in space sur- 
rounded by light characterized by SZ e 0). Then, after a 
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time -r"- 10" sec all the atoms a r e  again in the ground 
state and, therefore, the distribution of the atomic vel- 
ocities at the lower active level no longer has a Bennett 
dip (hole) associated with the resonant nature of the ex- 
citation of atoms. In spite of this, for an additional 
time of -y'l- 10" sec the momentum distribution still 
has a dip of half-width (241, which is explained by a re- 
distribution of the velocities of atoms under the influ- 
ence of light. This can be discovered from the resonant 
reduction in the absorption by a test light wave in the 
case of exact tuning to one of the allowed transitions 
from the ground state. An experiment of this kind can 
also be used to resolve closely spaced spectral lines 
masked by the Doppler broadening. Moreover, there is 
a possibility of observing directly the process of relax- 
ation of the nonequilibrium distribution of the atomic 
velocities to i t s  equilibrium form, i.e., in the final an- 
alysis this makes it possible to study collisions of at- 
oms in a gas (for example, the reciprocal of the time 
needed for the disappearance of a dip i s  equal to the 
frequency of the velocity-changing atomic collisions). 
Information on atomic collisions is contained also in the 
steady-state dip profile. 

In the course of his work on the present paper, the 
author frequently had an opportunity of discussing the 
results obtained with Yu. L. Klimontovich, A.P. Kazan- 
tsev, and V.G. Minogin, to whom he is deeply grateful 
for their advice. 
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Hyperfine shift of x-ray lines excited in internal conversion 
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The energy shift of x-ray lines following internal conversion, which is due to the nonstatistical population of 
the hypertine structure sublevels, is discussed. The nonstatistical population arises from the interaction of the 
magnetic moment of the nucleus in the final state with the electron current in the atomic shell (K or L )  that 
has a single vacancy. Expressions are obtained for the corresponding populations and shifts for the case of 
conversion transitions of arbitrary multipolarity. It is pointed out that from the experimental values of the 
shift one can derive the magnetic moment of the nucleus (provided the conversion-transition parameters are 
known) or the characteristics of the conversion transition itself (provided the nuclear magnetic moment is 
known). The shift of the barium K, I line has been measured on isotopically enriched specimens, and the 
previously unknown magnetic moment of the excited state of the "'Ba nucleus has been determined from the 
results as + 0.5 1 * 0.07 nuclear magneton. 

PACS numbers: 23.20.N~ 

The effect of the nonstatistical population of hyperfine- moment of a nucleus. 
structure (HFS) sublevels of x-ray terms of atoms ex- 
cited a s  a result of internal conversion was f i rs t  noted In the f i rs t  part of the present paper we present a the- 
in Ref. 1, where i t  was used to determine the magnetic oretical description of the effect and discuss i ts  influ- 
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ence on the energy shifts of the x-ray emission lines1' 
that follow the internal conversion process. In the sec- 
ond part of the paper we describe an experiment to de- 
termine the magnetic moment of an excited state of the 
' 3 3 ~ a  nucleus, using known crystal-diffraction techni- 
ques' for measuring small energy shifts of x-ray lines. 

THEORY 

We shall calculate the probability for excitation of 
a definite HFS sublevel ( F )  of the final atom resulting 
from internal conversion. Let us consider the following 
process: the atom undergoes a transition from an ini- 
tial state with total angular momentum I. (the nucleus i s  
in an excited state with spin I. and the electron shell 
(the K and L electrons) i s  closed with zero angular mo- 
mentum) to a final state (in which the nucleus has spin I 
and the corresponding shell has one vacancy and angular 
momentum jo, the total angular momentum of the atom 
being2' F=I+ jo )  with emission of an electron into the 
continuum with angular momentum j. The matrix ele- 
ment for such a transition can be written in the form 

where m, mo, F , PO, and M  a re  the projections of the 
angular momenta j, jo, I ,  Zo, and F, respectively; 
c $ : ~ ~ ~ ?  is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient; $,, and Y., 
are  the mitial- and final-state wave functions of the nu- 
cleus while \kjomo and ?Trjm a re  those of the electron; and 
H, is the operator for the conversion transition. The 
matrix element on the right in Eq. (1) is well known 
from the theory of internal conversion (see, e.g., Ref. 
3, pp. 25 and 34) and has the form 

Here L and A a r e  the transition angular momentum 
(multipolarity) and its projection, respectively ( I  - I I 
Ls I, +I); specifies the type of the transition (7 = M  

for a magnetic transition and 7 = E  for an electric tran- 
sition); and x characterizes the final state of the ejected 
(continuum) electron in the central field: x =(2 =j)(2j 
+ 1) and j = 1x1 - (i), where 1 and j a re  the orbital and 
total angular momenta of the electron, respectively. 

On substituting (2) into (1) and performing the summa- 
tion over the magnetic quantum numbers, we obtain (ex- 
cept for an unimportant phase factor) the matrix element 
for the conversion transition to a definite HFS state (F) 
of the final atom: 

where the curly brackets denote the Wigner 6j symbol.' 
The desired probability W: itself i s  given by 

The shift of the center of gravity of an x-ray line ac- 
companying conversion with respect to that of a line e- 
mitted in the absence of hyperfine interaction is 
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where A' is the hyperfine shift of the sublevel F. For- 
mula (5) is valid if the hyperfine splitting of the final 
term of the x-ray transition can be neglected. We note 
that AE vanishes in the case of a statistical population 
(when the probability W: is proportional to the statisti- 
cal weight 2F + 1 of the final state of the atom). Such a 
situation arises, for example, in the photoexcitation of 
an atom,5 and this makes it possible to use fluorescence 
lines as reference standards in experiments. In this 
case AE = E 'On' - E@'", where EConv and E@'" are  the ener- 
gies of the x-ray lines excited in internal conversion and by 
photoexcitation, respectively. 

As a specific example we shall derive the expression 
for the shift A l f u 1  of the K,, line (arising from the tran- 
sition between the K and L,,, x-ray terms) excited as  a 
result of an internal conversion transition of specified 
multipolarity 7L. Then jo =*, AF'-'I2 =-A,# + 1 )/(u 
+ I),  and^^'''^'^ =AKI/(21 + 1),5*6 where A, is the hyperfine 
splitting of the K level3': 

in which a! i s  the fine structure constant, Z i s  the charge 
number of the nucleus, [Y = 1 - ( a ~ ) ~ ] " ~ ,  me/mp is the 
electron: proton mass ratio, andE, = m,c2 i s  the electron 
rest  energy, pI i s  the magnetic moment of the nucleus 
in nuclear magnetons, and a, and urn a re  corrections for 
the distributions of charge and magnetization within the 
nucleus. Equation (6) i s  accurate to within 1%. Using 
Eqs. (3)-(5) in this case, we obtain 

where p =  Ib , , ( r~ )1 ' / l b , , (~~ )1~ ,  I,tiI < Ix2I, and L >  0 
(xi and x2 specify the two final continuum states possible 
for the electron in K conversion). 

In the case of allowed nuclear transitions, b, is actu- 
ally determined by matrix elements that a re  proportion- 
al to the amplitude for y-ray emission and can be calcu- 
lated fairly well numerically; use can be made of this 
circumstance to derive the magnetic moment from the 
hyperfine shift of the x-ray line. 

We note that the above method of determining nuclear 
magnetic moments p differs from the known methods 
that make use of external magnetic fields in that the 
magnetic field acting on the nucleus can be calculated 
accurately enough since it  is due to the current of the 
inner atomic electrons. Thus, the proposed method 
makes it possible to measure y directly. This is also 
of interest in connection with the experimental study of 
the physics of atomic effects that may, for example, 
strengthen or  weaken external magnetic fields in the vi- 
cinity of the nucleus. In the case of strongly hindered 
transitions for which the amplitude for y-ray emission 
is small (the case of anomalous conversion) the main 
contribution to b, comes from intranuclear conversion 
matrix elements, which a re  calculated on the basis of 
definite nuclear-structure models. In this case, if the 
magnetic moment of the final state of the nucleus is 
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known the line shift provides information on the adequ- 
acy of the model used in the calculation, which supple- 
ments the information that can be obtained by known 
methods from conversion-coefficient measurements and 
correlation experiments. 

We also note that in the case of a mixed transition the 
expression for W: contains an interference term due to 
interference between transitions of different multipol- 
ari t ies (there is no such term in the total conversion 
coefficients). The expression for the shift A E  therefore 
contains a term that is linear in the multipole mixing 
parameter 6, .3 This may prove to be useful in studying 
mixed  transition^.^' 

For ordinary (not anomalous) conversion, expression 
(7) for the shift reduces (when using the explicit form of 
the matrix elements b,, s e e  p. 25 of Ref. 3) to the form 

AEKat=AK 
(I,-I) (I ,+I+I)-L(L+l)  1-Lr/(L+l) 

2L(21+1) l+r ' (8) 

where r = 1 M,~(TL) I2/MKl(7~) 1 2, M,(TL) being the partial 
conversion matrix element [ff(rL) =C, IM,(TL) 1 2, where 
ff(rL) is the total coefficient for conversion on a definite 
atomic shell o r  s ~ b s h e l l ~ ~ ] .  The M,(TL) have been par- 
tially tabulated,' o r  they may be calculated with special 
computer programs (see, e.g., Ref. 9). Equation (81, 
together with Eq. (6), yields an equation for the magnet- 
ic moment of the nucleus in the final state. In the case 
of mixed transitions, the expressions for the shifts a re  
more cumbersome, but they can always be obtained 
from Eqs. (3) and (4) when the multipole mixing param- 
eter 6, is known. We note that the shifts given in Ref. 1 
for M1 transitions correspond to Eq. (8) with Y =O.  
This approximation is accurate within 10% for all ML 
transitions with energies up to 0.5 MeV in nuclei with Z 
255. 

EXPERIMENT 

To determine the unknown magnetic moment of the 
12.3 keV 3/2+ excited state 1 3 3 ~ a *  of the 1 3 3 ~ a  nucleus, 
whose lifetimei0 is T =6.8*0.4 nsec, we measured the 
energy shift of the barium K,, line accompanying in- 
ternal conversion of the 276 keV M4 nuclear transition 
133~am(1 1/2-- 3/2+)133~a*. The 13 '~am isomer was ob- 
tained by exposing a BaCO, specimen enriched in 1 3 2 ~ a  
(the isotopic compositions of the specimens used in the 
study a re  given in Table I) to a -lot4 ~ m - ~ s e c - '  neutron 
flux at the reactor. The barium K,, fluorescence line 
excited by radioactive " O T ~  in a BaC03 specimen en- 
riched in ' 3 5 ~ a  was used a s  a reference standard. The 
measurements were made with a Cauchois crystal-dif- 
fraction spectrometer according to the scheme that we 
ordinarily employ (see, e.g., Ref. 2). 

A new setup was constructed, which differed from 

TABLE I. 

earl ier  setups in that the source exchanger was suitable 
for work with activities up to 100 Ci. To increase the 
luminosity of the spectrometer, the height of the en- 
trance sl i t  to the detector was doubled and two F ~ U - 9 3  
photomultipliers with NaI(T1) crystals 45 mm in diame- 
ter  were mounted behind the slit, one above the other 
and symmetrically disposed with respect to the plane of 
the focal circle. For the same purpose (i.e., to mini- 
mize the time required to measure the shifts of the 
barium K,, line) we optimized the cut parameters of the 
single-crystal quartz plate, s o  that reflection was from 
the (203) planes, which were perpendicular to the large 
faces and parallel to the small  faces of the plate. The 
bending coefficient k of the reflecting planes2 turned out 
to be k =2X lom4 cm"; the plate was 1.2 mm thick, the 
entrance sl i t  to the detector was 0.4 mm wide, and the 
focal circle was 2 m in diameter. As a result of al l  
this, the spectrometer luminosity increased by a factor 
of three [as compared with the use of a single detector 
and a plate cut in the standard way with reflection from 
the (130) 

Rincipal 
isotope 

The specimens to be compared consisted of wafers 20 
mm in diameter and 2-3 mm thick and were introduced 
alternately into the field of view of the spectrometer. 
Statistics were accumulated for a total of -120 hr in 
separate runs of 1-2 h r  each. Because of the short 
half-life of the 1 3 3 ~ a m  isomer =38.9 hr) the shape 
of the barium KK1 line changed during a single run, so  a 
correction for the radioactive decay of ' 3 3 ~ a m  was in- 
cluded in the data processing procedure. The experi- 
mental shift turned out to be +57.8 * 7.4 (6.8) meV (two 
e r r o r s  a re  shown, the external and internal r m s  devia- 
tions, respectively). 

Composition, % 

(30 I 132 I 131 1 131 1 136 ( 131 I 138 

The principal difficulty inherent in the present method 
is that of distinguishing the K,, radiation corresponding 
to the investigated conversion transition against the 
background of such other barium K,, radiation as  may 
present. In the case  of ' 3 3 ~ a m ,  a11 the K,, radiation e- 
mitted following i t s  decay corresponds to the investi- 
gated 276M4 transition. The only source of extraneous 
barium K,, radiation is the 1 3 4 ~ a  present a s  an impurity 
in the 1 3 2 ~ a  specimen. The isomer ' 3 S ~ a m  resulting 
from the reaction 134~a62, y)135~am decays to the ground 
state by the well converted 268M4 (11/2'-- 3/2') transi- 
tion with the half life T t I2  = 28.7 hr. The resulting ex- 
traneous barium K, , line is also shifted with respect to 
the fluorescence line a s  a result of nonstatistical popu- 
lation. This shift can be calculated with formula (81, 
using the known" magnetic moment of the 13'Ba ground 
state. The admixture of the barium K,, line from the 
1 3 5 ~ a m  isomer can also be calculated quantitatively pro- 
vided the reaction cross  section ratio 

7.28 8.12 40.07 a 1 <%6 1 't.06 1 1 $ 1 1.42 1 i.36 1 5.47 
135 C0.05 ~ 0 . 0 5  3.62 0.80 2.62 

o ("'Ba (n, "I 13'Ba") l ~ ( ' ~ ~ B a  (n, 7) '33Bam) 

and the yields of K,, radiation on conversion a r e  known. 
Unfortunately, the data in the literature on these reac- 
tion cross  sections a r e  very c ~ n t r a d i c t o r y , ' ~ ' ~  so  we 
determined the relative admixture of the barium K,, 
line from the 1 3 5 ~ a m  isomer experimentally. For this 
purpose we irradiated BaC03 specimens, enriched in 
1 3 2 ~ a  and ' 3 4 ~ a  but otherwise identical, in the reactor 
under identical conditions and then measured the inten- 
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sity ratio of the barium Ka, lines of the two specimens 
at  the crystal-diffraction spectrometer. Knowing the 
isotopic compositions of the compared specimens and 
the half lives of lS3Bam and '35~am,  we can calculate the 
relative contribution to the barium Kml line from the 
lS5Ba isomer in the working specimen; i t  varied from 
4.5 to 2.0% during the entire time in which statistics 
were being collected. The experimental shift was cor- 
rected for the shift of this impurity line; the corrected 
shift turned out to be +57.2* 7.6 (6.8) meV. 

The experimental ratio of the intensities of the barium 
Kal line from the BaCO, specimens enriched in ' 3 4 ~ a  
and ' 3 2 ~ a  and irradiated in the reactor was also used to 
determine the reaction cross section ratio Of'S'~a(tz, y) 
1 3 5 ~ a m ~ O f i 3 2 ~ a ( t z ,  Y)133~am], using the known yields of 
Kal radiation for the 276M4 and 268M4 conversion tran- 
s i t i o n ~ . ' ~  This ratio was found to be 0.18i0.01, which 
agrees with the value 0.23 *0.04 given in Ref. 13, but is 
in conflict with the value given in Ref. 12. 

The measured shift depends on the isotopic and chem- 
ical compositions of the specimens (the "isotopic" and 
"chemical" shifts), a s  well a s  on the difference of the 
volume isotopic shifts between the excited and ground 
states of the investigated isotope (the "isomeric" shift), 
and corrections for these effects should be made. 

Experimental data from Ref. 15 were used to correct 
for the isotopic shift; the corrected experimental shift 
turned out to be +55.9 7.6 (6.8) meV. The chemical 
shift was assumed to be zero, since all  the specimens 
had the same chemical form: BaCO,. The isomeric 
shift can be estimated from the knownt6 experimental 
values of 6(r2) (the increment of the r m s  charge radius 
of the nucleus) for the 3/2* excited states of the neigh- 
boring even-odd nuclei " 9 ~ n ,  ' 2 5 ~ e ,  and I2'xe. The iso- 
meric shifts of the K,, lines of these nuclei correspond- 
ing to the experimental 6(r2) values do not exceed 0.3 
meV, so  no correction was made for the isomeric shift. 

On substituting the experimental value of the shift into 
Eq. (8) we obtain the value +0.51* 0.07 (0.06) pN for the 
magnetic moment of the 3/2* state of 13S~a*. This value 
agrees well with the calculated value pCuc = +0.54 given 
by Kisslinger and   or ens en." 

In concluding, we note that the possibility of using co- 
incidence techniques o r  of investigating the shifts of the 
conversion-electron lines may be of interest in connec- 
tion with the difficulties discussed above in separating 
out the x-radiation corresponding to the conversion tran- 
sition under investigation. 
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')We recalli that the conversion-electron lines themselves, as  
well as  the corresponding Auger-electron lines, suffer anal* 
gous shifts. 

2, It is not necessary to take the outer shells of the atom into 
account when K or  L terms are  excited. 

'1 In Ref. 5 the authors made an e r r o r  in editing: in the expres- 
sion for the constant G from flormulas (2)-(4) of Ref. 5 the 
quantity should be replaced by m, /me (the electron: proton 
mass ratio), In addition, the small correction for shield- 
ing ?j from Eq. (6) vanishes when i t  is correctly defined. 

') In Ref. 7 it  was suggested that the analogous interference be- 
tween Fermi and Gamow-Teller transitions in the case of K 
capture with CI  = 0 be used to determine the ratio of the cor- 
responding matrix elements. 
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